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Abstract—We present a method for detecting repeated structures, which is applied on facade images for
describing the regularity of their windows. Our approach finds and explicitly represents repetitive structures and
thus gives initial representation of facades. No explicit notion of a window is used; thus, the method also
appears to be able to identify other manmade structures, e.g., paths with regular tiles. A method for detection
of dominant symmetries is adapted for detection of multiply repeated structures. A compact description of the
repetitions is derived from the detected translations in the image by a heuristic search method and the criterion
of the minimum description length.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Symmetric and repeated structures are typical properties of man-made objects. Thus, finding such features
in a scene may be indicative of the presence of manmade objects. Additionally, a compact description of
the found regularities can be suitable as a mid-level feature for model-based learning.
Therefore, the intention of this work is, firstly, to
check if there are any regularities and, secondly, to infer
a compact description of the repeated structure. The
description consists of a hierarchy of translations and
their appropriate numbers of repetitions.
A typical facade is characterized by perpendicular
regularities in horizontal and vertical directions. Therefore, we work on rectified images of facades and,
hence, we may limit our description to horizontal and
vertical directions. The more general approach in [9]
can be used to overcome this limitation.
A lot of work on the detection of repetitive structures in images has been published within the last few
years. Leung and Malik [4] grouped repeated elements
in the context of texture processing, allowing a similar
transformation between the items. Another texturebased approach has been proposed by Hays et al. [3],
where they map repetitive structures of texels within an
iterative procedure.
Schaffalitzky and Zisserman [9] presented a grouping strategy for repetitive elements that are connected
by an affine transformation. Tuytelaars et al. [10] can
detect regular repetitions under perspective skew. All
mentioned works are limited on the constraint that the
repetition by the elements can be described by a single
2-dimensional transformation.
1 The
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Our work is based upon the approach of Loy and
Eklundh [6], who proposed a method to detect dominant symmetries in images. The symmetry detection is
based on the analysis of feature matches by their location including orientation and scale properties. We
adapted this work to find repeated structures. The analysis of feature matches remains and had to be adjusted
only slightly for the new problem.
Our method shall be applied for recognizing and
outlining building facades, where we have to face with
competing structures of different sizes. The newest
techniques for describing facades and their parts have
been developed by Ripperda and Brenner [7] or Čech
and Šára [1] who use formal grammars. So far, these
grammars are too general for our problem, but in the
future, these approaches might be helpful to combine
the description of symmetries and repeated structures.
2. DETECTION OF DOMINANT SYMMETRIES
Loy and Eklundh [6] proposed a method for finding
dominant symmetries in images. We give a brief summary of this method. Additionally, its principal functionality is sketched in Fig. 1.
Firstly, they detect prominent features by the SIFT
operator [5]. So every feature is described by its location (row, column, scale, and orientation) and by the
descriptor, which encodes the gradient content in the
local image patch, normalized with respect to the feature’s orientation.
Flipped versions of the features are obtained after
resorting the descriptor elements; see [11]. They subsequently match the sets of original features and their
flipped versions to get pairs of potential symmetric features. Every pair is represented by the Hessian normal
form of their symmetry axis with their normal and distance from the origin. These coordinates are clustered
over these parameters to find dominant symmetries
among the found features.
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The quality of symmetry M of each feature pair pi
and pj is measured by
M ij = Φ ij S ij ,
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The angle-weight Φij ∈ [–1, 1] returns a high value for
those feature pairs whose orientations are symmetrical
with respect to the proposed symmetry axis (see Fig. 2).
The angles α and β add up to 180°, if the orientations
are exactly symmetrical with respect to the proposed
symmetry axis.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the functionality of the angle-weight,
according Eq. (2).
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Figure 4f shows the five detected symmetries in one
image. In Figs. 4a–4e, we show each of the detected
symmetry axis together with the convex hull of its supporting feature points. For this example, we detected
1617 features that form 151 potential symmetrical feature pairs. The major symmetry axis (see Fig. 4a) is
supported by 34 feature pairs. The other four symmetry
axes shown in Figs. 4b–4e are supported by 21, 13, 13,
and 9 feature pairs. All of the detected symmetries lie in
the building facade; other objects of the image do not
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Figure 3 shows the histogram with respect to the
image of Fig. 4. This facade is described solely by horizontal symmetries. Therefore, the histogram has its
global maximum at (θ = 90°, ρ = 391pel) and additional
local maxima along the 90° grid line.
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x

Fig. 1. Principal functionality of detecting dominant symmetries, partly taken from [6]. The Hessian normal form of
the symmetry axis (θ, ρ) is derived from the feature pair pi
and pj .

The scale-weight Sij ∈ (0, 1] is used for limiting the
differences between both features with respect to their
scales si and sj . Larger differences can be tolerated by
increasing the parameter σs. Loy and Eklundh [6] introduced another weight with respect to the distance
between both features, but this is only advantageous if
one would like to insert prior knowledge of the
observed object. Since we want to look for all kinds of
symmetries within facade images, we do not use this
weight.
The Hessian normal form of the symmetry axes
(θ, ρ) of all found potential symmetric feature pairs are
accumulated with respect to their weight in a two
dimensional array. The result is a two dimensional histogram of the sum of symmetry measures over the
parameters θ and ρ of the symmetry axes. Dominant
symmetries of an image appear as relative maxima of
this histogram. In contrast to [6] where the goal was to
find only the major symmetry, we search for all significant symmetries by investigating all peaks of the histogram which are supported by at least t feature pairs. In
our experiments we choose t = 4.
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Fig. 3. 2D-histogram over the polar coordinates of the symmetry axes for the example from Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Results for symmetry: Exactly five dominant symmetry axes were found. (a–e) Single results for detected symmetries with
convex hulls of involved features. (f) Combination of all found symmetries.
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Fig. 5. Five most dominant translations for this image. The features involved and their boundaries are shown, together with the translation vector between the gray and black groups.

disturb the symmetry detection. Furthermore, the convex hulls of the involved features in all symmetries lead
directly to the image region, which is characterized by
the symmetrical structures.
3. DETECTION OF REPEATED STRUCTURES
We adapted the basic idea of clustering feature pairs
within a single image to detect repeated structures.
Obviously, the flipping of the feature descriptors can be
omitted. Instead, we match the detected features with
each other, such that we find pairs of very similar features, similar with respect to orientation and scale.
Additionally, the weight according to orientation is
adapted to our purpose. Thus, the angle-weight Φij is
simplified to Φ *ij ∈ [–1, 1]

Φ *ij = cos ( φ i – φ j )

(4)

and it supports mostly those feature pairs with similar
orientation.
Thus, the quality of repetition M* is measured by
M ij* = Φ ij* S ij .

(5)

Again clustering over directions and amount of translations yields the dominant translations in the image.
Dominant translations in the image correspond to
the maxima of the histogram of the repetition measure.
Furthermore, we focus on those translations that are
supported by at least t feature pairs. Again we choose
t = 4. Figure 5 shows the first five detected repeated
structures for this example. In each case, the gray fea-
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Fig. 7. A typical facade is characterized by perpendicular
regularities through rows and columns. In this example,
there is a hierarchy of repetition for the horizontal direction
and a single two-fold repetition for the vertical direction.
Thus, in the horizontal direction the compact image
description consists of a hierarchy (K = 2) of basis elements
with the amount of the translation and the number of repetitions.

dx

Fig. 6. Observed translations of 122 detected repeated
groups for the example from Fig. 5. The arrow represents
the translation found in Fig. 5e.

tures are matched to black features by the same translation. The boundaries2 of both feature groups are represented in Figs. 5a–5e. For this example altogether 122
repeated groups were detected.3
For better demonstration of these results, Fig. 6
shows all detected translations as the plot of translation
vectors. This representation shows clearly the regularity in the detected translations. We look for a compact
description of these repetitions that exactly depicts,
respectively, the regularity and underlying pattern.
4. INFERENCE OF THE COMPACT
DESCRIPTION
Because we work on rectified images, the main
directions of the translations run parallel to the image
borders. Therefore, we can reduce the search for a suitable basis to separate searches in the horizontal and in
the vertical directions. Then, a typical facade is characterized by perpendicular regularities through rows and
columns. There may be different types of repeated elements where bigger elements are compositions of
smaller elements. Thus, the repeated elements can be
represented in a hierarchical order per direction with
depth K, which forms a hierarchical basis. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. Note that we do not restrict the repeated
elements to have a certain shape.
2 Instead

of using the convex hull of the points, we use an algorithm that minimizes the polygon area by allowing only line
lengths of (longest line/2) of the convex hull polygon.
3 We selected the matching criterion of the Lowe-matcher
distRatio = 0.9 very sensitively concerning variances (shade, curtains etc.) of the facade elements. Thus, relatively large distances
between the descriptors of the features lead to a positive match.
For more detail about the parameters for the matching of two
SIFT feature descriptors, especially about distRatio, see [5].
PATTERN RECOGNITION AND IMAGE ANALYSIS

Due to the reduction to the horizontal and vertical
directions, we project all translations on the dx and dy
axes and treat these new translations as our observations di (i = 1 : n). Thus, they can be described as a linear combination of axis parallel basis translations vk
and the appropriate coefficients αk, the number of repetition, through
K

di =

∑ (α v ) +  .
k

k

i

(6)

k=1

The depth K of the hierarchical basis corresponds to
the number of elements of the linear combination. A
priori the value of K is unknown, but we assumed typical urban facades in their complexity do not exceed the
value Kmax = 4. Neither the integer-valued coefficients
αk nor the real-valued basis translations vk are known.
Furthermore, each observation di is afflicted with a
residual i.
We look for a hierarchical basis, consisting of K
basis elements, which explain the observed translations
in the best possible way, including the minimization of
the residues and the complexity K of the solution.
Since we could not find a direct solution for this
problem, we decided for a heuristic procedure. Therefore, we determine the differences between all observed
translations. We calculate a histogram via these second
differences of the positions. The peaks of this histogram are potential candidates for the basis translations
that we look for. For these c candidates, we form all
K max

C=

∑ ⎛⎝ Kc ⎞⎠

combinations of possible bases v. Then,

k=1

we determine the appropriate coefficients αk for each of
these potential solutions jv(j = 1 : C) and for each obser-
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Fig. 8. Two results of inference of the compact description of the structure. For the horizontal and vertical directions, the regions
are shown that are described by the basis elements together with the found basis elements. The number of repetitions of basis vectors
is given by the maximum number of coefficients for the linear combinations of basis vectors of all observations.

vation di. The residual vector j is obtained for the
results of every solution jv. The best solution minimizes
the residuals with the smallest model complexity.
If a certain data set can be described by a compact
model, then only the model parameters and possible
deviations of the data from this model need to be
encoded. This consideration leads to the MDL criterion, proposed in [8]:
n

MDL = – log

∏ P( x
i=1

i

K
π ) + ---- log ( n ).
2

(7)

We look for that model (π, K) that describes the
observed data xi with the smallest complexity K and the
n

largest data probability

∏ P (xi |π), where π are the
i=1

parameters of the model. On the assumption of normally distributed residuals, the criterion can be represented as
1
K
MDL = --- Ω + ---- log ( n ).
2
2

(8)

The consideration of outliers is based on Huber (see
[2]) with the optimization function
if ( /σ ) ≥ T
⎧T
κ() = ⎨
2
2
2
⎩ ( /σ ) if ( /σ ) < T
2

2

2

(9)

and
n

Ω =

∑ κ (  ).
i

(10)

i=1

According to the critical value T traditionally chosen on
the basis of the significance level of the hypothesis test,

we select the threshold value for outliers as T = 3σ with
σ = 1.5.
The residuals j are used to determine the MDL
value for every possible solution jv. That model v that
gives the smallest MDL value is chosen to be the model
that best describes the observed translations.
The boundary of the feature pairs, which support the
selected model v, defines the region that can be
described by these basis elements. Thus, we get a compact description of the repetitive structure in the form of
basis elements and the associated regions in the image.
Figure 8 shows the results of the inference of the
compact description for two facade images. On the left,
where we continue the example from Fig. 5, a basis that
consists of only one element has been determined for
both axis directions. The boundaries of the features that
take part in this basis cover the entire facade region
(with the exception of the region covered by the tree).
To the right of Fig. 8, we present an example of a hierarchical basis in the horizontal direction. The four columns of windows do not have the same distance from
each other, but the two window columns on the left
have the same distance as the two window columns on
the right. Thus, we obtain two different translation vectors according to the real structure of the facade.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We showed how the approach from [6] can be
extended to the detection of multiple repeated groups.
From the detected translations in the image, we derived
a model for a compact description of the repetitive
structure in facade images using a heuristic search
method and the criterion of the minimum description
length. So far, our algorithm only works on images that
show only one regular part of the facades. The matching procedure is very sensitive to the repeated objects in
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the regular part of a facade due to the very generous
choice of the matching criterion. In particular, similar
structures in the neighborhood of the facades trouble
our approach. We need to refine our method, especially
regarding the robustness against disturbances in the
picture.
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